(1) lim sup (|/M(0)|/«!)1/n < + oo.
If f is not regular for x = 0, i.e. if f cannot be expanded into a power series in x on [0, 5] for any 8>0, then there exists a n(K) for every K>0 such that f cannot be a solution of a linear differential equation Proof. If / satisfies a differential equation (2) we get the inequality (7) \Z °iP™ ^ S 2 £ I /«>(0) I x-/(j -i) I.
Because of (1) we have for an appropriate A > 1
We prove the following 
-E 5,£»-f/(« -t)! J and finally by integration (12).
We apply this Lemma to (4); if £ is supposed to be so small that (18) £ < 1, A£ < 1 and S(e& -1) < 1, then because of (9) The right side of (19) becomes arbitrarily small for n->» ; there fore, an n(K) exists for a given X such that holds for xEI, that is, for all functions o\-, with S £ K, \vix)\<K and ra>ra(A). The inequalities (19) and (21) This is an immediate consequence of our theorem. The validity of (23) in every point of I is a necessary condition for the regularity of /.
If / satisfies a linear differential equation with uniform bounded coefficients for every order «>ra0, then (23) is valid for every point of I and / is regular on I.
It is necessary to give the proof for the first part only; if (23) is not valid for a point Xo on I, then there exists a subsequence {nx.} of natural numbers such that |/("x)0o)| are increasing in such a way that the equation (2) cannot be true for the point x0 for sufficiently large nK.
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